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 A compact low-frequency projector is of crucial importance especially in 
underwater acoustics due to the frequency dependence of the absorption.   
To improve the efficiency of an omnidirectional acoustic source at low frequencies, 
parametric amplification may be used by adding a thin layer of nonlinear medium around 
a spherical transducer. 
The parametric effect is based on the interaction of two acoustic waves propagating 
through a nonlinear medium to produce a difference frequency wave. If both primary 
frequencies are sufficiently close enough, the result is the creation of a low frequency 
wave. Investigation is required to find the optimal medium, that is to say, one with a large 
nonlinear coefficient and a low sound speed. Such a source has already been built using a 
medium composed of a gel and microsphere mixture. In this case, the nonlinear 
coefficient is highly pressure dependent reaching a maximum when the microspheres 
buckle.  The need is to optimize the material layer to increase the range of hydrostatic 








Propagation of sound through water has been studied for a long time. Advantages of 
water propagation over air propagation include higher speed and the possibility of long 
distance transmissions. As is the case for all media, sound propagation in water depends 
on frequency. Sound waves propagating through a medium are subject to attenuation. In 
the case of water, absorption is due to both viscosity and thermal conductivity and is in 
general, proportional to the square of frequency. This means that high frequency 
components of a signal are damped much faster than low frequency waves, the latter 
remain in the far-field. Long distance signal transmission can therefore only be achieved 
with low frequency sound waves.  
However, low frequency is associated with of large displacements which are difficult to 
generate with piezoelectric transducers due to the resonant frequency generally being 
relatively high. 
One way to overcome this problem is to use parametric amplification, which can be 
defined as the generation of a low difference frequency wave from the nonlinear 
interaction of two high frequency primaries. This nonlinear effect was first described 
theoretically by Westervelt in 1963 [1]. Experimental verifications were performed by 
Berktay in 1965 [2]. A numerical solution to Westervelt’s theory was presented by Muir 
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and Willette in 1972 [3]. A main disadvantage with the parametric array was its low 
efficiency. To date, this problem has prevented the wide spread application of the 
parametric array underwater. To address this problem, researchers have focused on the 
enhancement of the nonlinear coefficient of the medium contained in the parametric 
array. In 1980, Woodsum [4] suggested the use of air bubbles in water. Experimental 
verifications were conducted [5] and followed by investigations of bubble layers [6, 7 and 
8]. In these studies, nonlinear vibration of the air bubbles at their resonance frequency is 
responsible for nonlinear enhancement. This occurs when the primary wave frequencies 
match the resonant frequencies of the bubbles, which requires uniform bubble size. 
Additional enhancement can be obtained by designing the bubble layer thickness to be 
resonant at the difference frequency [9]. In this case, the bubbles compliance decreases 
the sound speed in the layer resulting in both an impedance mismatch with the 
surrounding medium and an effective increase in the thickness. In addition to the 
difficulty of producing uniform bubbles, the instability of free bubbles in water remained 
an issue.  
More recently, Asada and Watanabe [11] proposed the use of microcapsules in a silicone 
rubber in order to provide a more stable medium. Their goal was also to create 
nonlinearities from the vibration of the microcapsules at high frequencies.  
This work follows previous efforts at the Georgia Institute of Technology. H. Pinçon [23] 
and O.Pauli [24] investigated a medium with a large nonlinear coefficient. Unlike bubbly 
media, this work uses a low-frequency effect. The medium they investigated was 
composed of castor oil and Expancel® microspheres and the high levels of nonlinearity 
were due to the buckling and unbuckling of the microspheres resulting in a change in 
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compliance of the medium as an acoustic wave propagates. A. Dumortier [25] used their 
results to design and build an omnidirectional parametric projector with a nonlinear layer 
made of microspheres and Xanthan gel. He succeeded in generating high levels of 
difference frequency but the enhancement occurred over a limited range of depths.  
Based on these previous studies, the goal of this investigation is to extend operational 
range of depths over which a compact source will produce high levels of difference 
frequency, and replace the Xanthan gel with a solid material to improve handling. 
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1.2 Thesis objectives 
 
The feasibility of an efficient compact, omnidirectional parametric source has been 
demonstrated [25]. However, limited hydrostatic pressure range and delicate handling 
requirements appeared to be obstacles for practical use and design improvements are 
therefore needed. 
Implementation of these improvements requires the following steps: 
 
- Development for a nonlinear medium that reduces handling issues and extends the 
efficient range of use to a broader range of hydrostatic pressures.  
 
- Predict performance of the medium when used as a nonlinear layer for a 
parametric projector. This aspect requires practical determination of the medium 
properties (sound speed and nonlinear coefficient) and simulation of a sound 
wave traveling trough this medium. 
 
- Build a source with the newly developed medium and perform measurements to 
determine the amplitude of the difference frequency component. 
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1.3 Organization of the thesis 
 
The second chapter presents the theoretical basis of nonlinear acoustics and presents the 
general equations that describe the behavior of a sound wave propagating through a 
nonlinear medium.  
 
The third chapter describes a parametric array and the enhancement of the low-frequency 
signal due to the resonance of the material layer. A method to simulate the sound wave 
propagation through a nonlinear medium is also presented. 
 
The fourth chapter describes the different parameters of the nonlinear medium and their 
role in the parametric mechanism. Results of the measurements that lead to the different 
choices are also reported. 
 
The fifth chapter is devoted to the description of the different steps of the assembly of the 
nonlinear layer on the piezoelectric source. 
 
The sixth chapter is dedicated to the practical measurements, obtained in the water tank 
and the pressure chamber, and their results. 
 
Finally, the seventh chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the work carried out 






Sound can be defined as the propagation of a perturbation through a medium. To 
understand phenomena occurring during the propagation, equations modeling the theory 
of motion of a fluid are studied.  
 
2.1 Basic Equations 
 
2.1.1 The mass conservation, or continuity, equation 
Conservation of the mass of a fluid can be obtained by equating the time rate of change 
of mass in an arbitrary fixed volume V  bounded by a surface S  to the mass flux per unit 







.vρρ   (2.1)  
where, ρ  is the density of the medium, and, v  is the fluid particle velocity. 
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2.1.2 The Navier-Stokes equation of motion  
This equation, which is also called conservation of momentum, takes into account the 
dissipation due to viscosity or thermal conduction. The starting point is the same as 
equation (2.1) except that ρ  is replaced by vρ  and that the volume and surface forces 
exerted on the fluid in the volume V are added: 
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where ikδ  is the Kronecker tensor, µ  and λ  the viscosity coefficients. 
 
Applying Gauss’ theorem yields 
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Setting 0=f , ηµ = , ζλ =
3
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where ζ  is the bulk viscosity and η the shear viscosity. 
 
2.1.3 The heat transfer equation 
The energy in a fixed volume V  can be reduced by three ways. The net internal energy 
flow from V  through its surface S  because of fluid motion; the net heat flow out from 
V  through S  and the work done per time by the fluid in the volume on its surroundings. 












dSvdSqdSuv ρσρ  (2.8) 
with u  the total energy per mass and iq  the heat flow density. After several steps [26], 











































T δηζκρ vvv , (2.9) 
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which expresses the conservation of energy. Here, T  is the temperature, s , the entropy 





2.2 Lossless Theory 
 
We now consider small acoustical perturbations in an ideal fluid. 
 
 0' ppp −=  (2.10) 
 0' ρρρ −=  (2.11) 
 
Which means that the acoustic pressure and density are considered as fluctuations about 
an equilibrium state. Neglecting second and higher order terms due to the small 
perturbation approximation, the Navier-Stokes equation (2.7) reduces to the linearized 








ρ . (2.12) 
 













The adiabatic equation of state is then 
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0 . (2.14) 
  
 
Equations (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) can be regrouped in a single equation by introducing a 













This is the well-known linear equation of propagation. The general solution of Eq. (2.15) 
is of the form: 
 
 )()( ctxGctxF ++−=ϕ , (2.16) 
 
Where F and G are arbitrary functions. This solution represents the propagation of two 
linear sound waves in opposite directions. 
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2.3 Introduction of nonlinearity 
 
A Taylor series expansion of the pressure, in terms of the density, of the equation of state 
yields: 
 



































pp  (2.17) 


































































B  (2.20) 
 
In most cases, terms higher than the second order are not necessary. 
 
The ratio B/A of the nonlinear and linear coefficient of the equation of state characterizes 








































  (2.21)  
 
The coefficient B/A physically represents the variation of the medium sound speed 
induced by a change of the total pressure. 
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2.4 Equations of propagation 
 
By keeping all the terms of the basic equations (2.3, 2.7, 2.9 and the equation of state), 



































































Assuming plane waves and slow changes of the wave profile, we can make the following 
change of variables 
 




t −=τ . 





















































































c . (2.25) 
 









































1+=β , the nonlinearity parameter. 






In the previous section, we showed that the propagation of an acoustic plane wave can be 
































τ , (2.28) 
where F is an arbitrary function. Recalling that 
0c
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0 11  (2.31) 
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Equation (2.30) indicates that each point of the wave profile travels at a different speed, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.  
 















Figure 2.1-Sound speed variations along a wave profile 
 
This results in a progressive distortion of the wave profile. The amount the wave is 
distorted depends on the nonlinear coefficient β , and the direction in which the 
waveform distorts depends on the sign of β . 
a) The positive coefficient of nonlinearity 
When β  is positive, the speed of sound increases with increasing pressure. The positive 
portion of the wave profile, which corresponds to the compression phase, travels faster 
than the negative portion, which corresponds to the decompression phase. So, one part of 
the wave travels at a supersonic speed while the other travels at subsonic speed. This 
results in a progressive and cumulative distortion of the wave. When the positive 











min0 vC β+  
max0 vC β+  
0C  
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been reached. The wave profile is then called N-wave due to its shape. After this point, 
the wave cannot distort further, otherwise it would allow the formation of a multivalued 
wave profile which is physically impossible. This is illustrated on Fig. 2.2, where the 
wave is moving to the left-hand side. 
 





















t (s)  
A      B 













t (s)  
C      D 
Figure 2.2- Wave distortion during the propagation through a medium with a positive nonlinear 
coefficient. a) Initially sinusoidal, b) Early distortion, c) Moderate distortion, d) N-wave 
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b) The negative coefficient of nonlinearity 
When β  is negative, the speed of sound decreases with an increase in pressure so that the 
distortion leads to a rarefaction shockwave and to the formation of a sawtooth shape 
wave, as illustrated in Fig.2.3. The discontinuity of the function means that there is a 
sudden change of pressure, which explains the term “shock”. 
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A      B 













t (s)  
C      D 
Figure 2.3- Wave distortion during the propagation through a medium with a negative nonlinear 
coefficient. a) Initially sinusoidal, b) Early distortion, c) Moderate distortion, d) Sawtooth  
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Distortion of the waveform may also be described as the generation of harmonics of the 
initially sinusoidal primary wave. At the start, the signal is composed of a pure sine; only 
one frequency component is present. As the waveform propagates, a second harmonic 
component is generated from the interaction of the fundamental with itself. The second 
interacts with the fundamental to produce the third and so on. Ultimately, if the 
attenuation is low enough, high levels of all harmonics are present. Generation of the 
harmonics can also be observed by Fourier transforming the different waveforms. Thus, 
on one hand distortion implies the creation of harmonics of the primary frequency; on the 
other hand, absorption due to viscosity and thermal conductivity, which is, in general, 
proportional to the square of frequency, attenuates these harmonics. We therefore have 
two competing phenomena as sketched on Fig. 1.4. It has to be noted that the absorption 
also reduces the wave amplitude.  
 
 





2.6 Transfer of energy 
 
The distortion process can also be studied in the frequency domain. When the wave is 
distorted, harmonics are created, which means that part of the energy of the primary wave 
is transferred to harmonics during the propagation. This can be verified, numerically, by 
sending a sinusoidal signal through a nonlinear medium and observing the amplitudes of 
the different harmonics as a function of the propagation distance. In figure 2.5, the levels 
of the first four harmonics are plotted; the nonlinear parameter β  and the sound speed c  
of the medium are arbitrarily taken. 

































Figure 2.5- Changes of amplitude due to the energy transfer during the propagation of a pure tone 
signal at 300Hz through a nonlinear medium ( 500=β ; 100=c  ) 
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At the beginning of the propagation, the amplitude of the fundamental drops as energy 
flows into the harmonics. The rate of energy conversion largely depends on the nonlinear 
coefficient which explains the importance of the nonlinear medium in the parametric 
amplification. As the signal continues to propagate, the amplitude of the harmonics 
reaches a maximum and eventually decreases due to spherical spreading and linear 






SOURCE DESCRIPTION AND PROPAGATION SIMULATION 
 
 
This chapter presents the principles on which the source design is based. First, the 
concept of a parametric array is described; then a program to simulate propagation of a 
wave through such an array is presented. 
  
3.1 Parametric array 
 
A parametric array relies on the interaction between two different waves propagating in 
the same direction through a nonlinear medium. These primary waves interact with each 
other as they propagate through the medium, leading to the generation of difference and 
sum frequency waves, as well as harmonics of the primary waves. In most cases, the 
frequency dependence of the viscous absorption is quadratic. The high frequency waves 
are therefore damped rapidly and it is the difference frequency wave that is mainly 
transmitted to the external medium.  
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3.2 Model description 
 
In this work, a model previously utilized by Dumortier [25] is used to predict the acoustic 
pressure produced by the source at the difference frequency. Due to the mismatch of 
impedance at the medium-water interface medium-water, reflections occur and may lead 
to a resonance phenomenon. To compute the contribution of this resonance, one should 
first calculate the propagation of the wave through the nonlinear medium and determine 
the transmitted and reflected components of the difference frequency at the material/fluid 
boundary. It is then necessary to propagate the reflected wave back to the source, reflect 
it, and propagate back out to the material/fluid interface; this process the needs to be 
repeated. Furthermore, such an analysis would need to account for the nonlinear 
interaction between the inward and outward waves. Performing this analysis would be 
quite difficult. We therefore use an approximate approach, propagating the wave outward 
nonlinearly and using spherical waves but considering only plane waves and linear 
medium for the reflections. This alternative gives a good approximation because the 
attenuation of primary frequency wave amplitudes from the inner to the outer radius is 
such that the generation of the difference frequency after reflection is negligible. In our 
case, this attenuation is approximately 15 dB. The simulation through the nonlinear 
medium is then done only for one direction. The gain due to the resonance effect is then 
determined linearly by using plane waves. One should also note that the model does not 
take into account the possible nonlinearities due to nonlinear vibrations of the thick shell 





In order to make theoretical predictions about the efficiency of a parametric source, we 
need to simulate the propagation of a wave through a nonlinear medium. To do this, 
several kinds of algorithms have been developed: 
 
• Time-domain algorithms where all the calculations are preformed in the time 
domain. This method is based on the Nonlinear Progressive wave Equation 
(NPE) [20]. 
 
• Frequency-domain algorithms where all the calculations are performed in the 
frequency domain. This type of programs requires the computation of a large 
number of harmonics, especially in the case of absorption coefficients [15]. 
 
• Hybrid algorithms where the nonlinear steepening is performed in the time 
domain but where absorption and diffraction are computed in the frequency 
domain. The main problem with this kind of algorithms is the need to switch 
all the time from one domain to another, which is time-consuming [21]. 
 
In our case, a frequency-domain algorithm is used. This program has been developed by 
Trivett and Van Buren [15]. In this algorithm, the wave propagation is divided in small 
intervals. The distortion is first calculated over a small interval then the amplitude is 
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corrected to take into account absorption and geometrical spreading and dispersion, if 
present. The size of the interval has to be small enough in order for the change introduced 
by each mechanism remains small and to allow the interaction between them. A copy of 
this algorithm is provided in appendix (Appendix I). 
 
3.3.1 Theory 

























where r  is the distance from the center of the source. 
 
We removes the quadratic term of losses, to replace it by a more general equation, Eq. 














































With a =0 for plane waves 
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            =1/2 for cylindrical waves 
            =1 for spherical waves 
 































We need a solution of equation (3.16). This can be accomplished by first introducing a 



















ατττ , (3.5) 
 
Where, kα  is the absorption coefficient corresponding to the 
th
k  element. Substituting 
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kmmkmmkmkm rrGHGHk ααα         (3.7)          
 
These equations can be solved numerically to yield the harmonic amplitudes kG  and kH .  
In order to perform this computation, the series need to be truncated to a finite number of 
terms. 
A potential problem with the truncation is that it can cause the energy in the last 
harmonics being too high, leading to numerical instability due to the absence of energy 
transfer to higher harmonics. To prevent this problem, the energy of the last harmonics is 
artificially reduced by keeping their amplitudes lower than the previous one. 
The integration is then implemented using a Runge-Kutta method [31]. The amplitude of 
the harmonics is modified to take into account dispersion, if it is present. 
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3.3.2 Introduction of dispersion   
In a dispersive media, the sound speed varies with the frequency. As a result, each 
harmonic travels at its own speed. To introduce dispersion in the program, the speed shift 






















φ , (3.8) 
 
where 0c  is the sound speed of the lowest harmonic which is the difference frequency, 
nf  and nφ  are the frequency and phase of the n
th
 harmonic, respectively. The value of the 
sound speed shift c∆ as a function of the frequency is set previously with the other 
constants.  






















ατττ , (3.9) 
where )sin(*)cos(*' kkkkk HGG φφ ∆+∆=  and )sin(*)cos(*
'
kkkkk GHH φφ ∆−∆= . 
 
Therefore, we can see from Eq. (3.9) that if the acoustical parameters of a medium 
(density, sound speed as a function of frequency, and the nonlinear coefficient) are 
known, sound propagation through the medium can be characterized. This allows the 
determination the efficiency of our medium as well as the optimal thickness of the 
nonlinear layer. 
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3.4 Layer resonance 
 
In our design, the transducer is composed of a spherical linear projector surrounded by a 
nonlinear layer. The nonlinear medium is directly in contact with water, as shown in Fig. 
3.1. The material has a low sound speed, relative to water, and this difference leads to an 
impedance mismatch resulting in the reflection of a part of the signal at the material/fluid 
boundary. The acoustic wave bounces back and forth between the transducer and the 
water interface. The result is a resonant amplification of the transmitted difference 
frequency signal. Thus, to predict the source level generated by the projector one must 
calculate the initial nonlinear propagation and take into account the linear contribution of 





Figure 3.1- Diagram of the layer resonance 
 
The thickness of the layer is determined in order to make the contribution of the primary 
waves negligible after the first reflection. A linear model can then be used to predict the 
gain due to the layer resonance. The problem reduces to that of the resonance of a plane 
wave in a tube with an oscillating piston on one end and a water-layer interface on the 











Figure 3.2- Diagram of the simplified layer resonance 
 
The pressure inside the tube has the form, 
 




where lk  is the wave number of the signal in the medium layer. This represents the 
superposition of a plane wave traveling in the +x direction and a plane wave traveling in 
the –x direction. 
 
Using Euler’s equation, we get the corresponding particle velocity  
 















Medium layer Water 
x 
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In the fluid, there is only a wave propagating to the right. The infinite extent of the fluid 
medium eliminates any reflected signal. The pressure is of the form 
 




−−− == , (3.12) 
 
where wk  is the wave number of the signal in water 
 
and the particle velocity 
 







−−= . (3.13) 
 
The continuity of the acoustic pressure and the particle velocity at the boundary can be 
written as: 
 
  ( ) )( lxPlxP WT ===  (3.14) 
  ( ) )( lxVlxV WT ===  (3.15) 
 
Three pieces of information are required to solve for the three unknown amplitudes. The 
third one is provided by the boundary condition at the surface of the piston 
 
  ( ) 00 VxVT == . (3.16) 
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This gives us the following system of equations: 
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These equations may be solved for the transmitted amplitude 4C  yielding, 
 
  













= . (3.18) 
 












































































Thus, depending on the properties on the medium (sound speed and density), the 
frequency and the thickness of the material layer, a gain factor can be computed and 








The theory of the parametric effect has been presented in two previous chapters. In order 
to optimize the generation of difference frequency of the parametric source, we now 
examine the various components of the nonlinear layer. 
 
4.1 Desired properties of the medium 
 
Our goal is to design a medium with a large nonlinear parameter over an extended range 
of static pressure, i.e., water depths.  
























   (4.1) 
 
Large values of this coefficient can be obtained by designing a medium whose sound 
speed varies strongly with hydrostatic pressure. Microspheres are used in order to create 
such a medium [23, 24, and 25]. At low hydrostatic pressure, microspheres appear hard 
due to their hoop stiffness. As the pressure increase, microspheres start to buckle and get 
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the shape of an oblate spheroid which makes them very compliant. This compliance 
allows the deformation of the microspheres when a sound wave propagates through the 
medium. The compression part of the wave makes them buckle even more whereas the 
depression part makes them release. Nonlinearity of the medium is explained by this 
phenomenon. Previous studies [23, 24] showed that the deformation of the microsphere 
of the bubbles is fast enough to react to sound waves. Thus, static measurements can be 
realized to predict the medium effectiveness. The sound speed is also modified by the 
change of compliance of the medium according to 
 
0ρ
bKc = ,     (4.2) 
 






−= .        (4.3) 
  
Equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) show us that the sound speed and the nonlinear 
coefficient of the medium can be determined by measuring the change of volume as a 
function of the change of pressure. 
Our medium is composed of a mixture of microspheres and plastic rubber, the latter 
constituting the matrix. 
The parameters that will be investigated in the optimization process are: 
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• Size of the micropheres 
The microspheres that we use are made by Expancel®. They consist of a gas 
encapsulated by a polymer shell. Our interest in the microspheres concerned their 













= ,    (4.4) 
 
where sσ  is the shell’s Poisson’s ratio of the shell, sE  is the Young’s modulus for 
the material of the sphere, r is the radius and t  is the thickness.  
We are looking for microspheres that buckle at a pressure as high as possible. We 
will, therefore, tend to minimize the radius and to maximize the thickness.  
Different kinds and sizes of microspheres are available. Properties of the different 
types are given in appendix (Appendix II). 
  
• Hardness of the matrix 
The matrix has to be soft enough to allow microspheres to buckle and to keep 
their compliance. The source also has to be easy to handle and robust enough to 






• Microphere ratio 
This ratio has a great effect on the sound speed and therefore on the nonlinear 
coefficient. Indeed, a large volume fraction of microspheres in the medium will 
lead to a very compliant medium and, at the same time, to low density. The result 
is a very low sound speed (even lower than the air sound speed) that, combined 
with a large nonlinear parameter, can yield to a large parametric effect. 
 
• Layer thickness  
The determination of the previous parameters sets the characteristics of the 
medium. This allows us to run the simulation program presented in the previous 
chapter. The result of the simulation will then provide us with an indication of the 
thickness needed in order to obtain the best transfer of energy from the primaries 
to the difference frequency signal. Thickness will also be an important parameter 
for the resonance layer effect. A thin layer will reduce the absorption and 
scattering phenomena.  
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4.2 Static measurements 
 
Static measurements are performed to obtain the bulk modulus of the composite medium. 
A system composed of a pressure vessel coupled to a calibrated pump and a pressure 
meter is used to measure the volume change as a function of hydrostatic pressure, as 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.1. The vessel is made of stainless steel and has a 
capacity of 216 cm
3
.  The pump allows one to control the change of volume in a 
calibrated manner. Samples, one at a time, are introduced into the vessel which, is then 
filled up with castor oil. The same oil is used in the pump. A vacuum is then pulled on 
the whole system to remove air which introduces an undesired additional compliance. 
The presence of air bubbles can easily be detected by analyzing the initial measurements 
above ambient pressure. Free air bubbles significantly increase the compliance; however, 
they collapse quickly resulting in a significant decrease in compliance. Thus, the initial 
behavior provides immediate information on the presence of air indicating a valid 








     
 
  









The total variation of volume, with increasing hydrostatic pressure, is given by 
 
vesseloilsampletotal VVVV ∆+∆+∆=∆ .    (4.5) 
 
totalV∆  corresponds to the measured variation of volume, and sampleV∆  is the value of 
interest. Thus, oilV∆  and vesselV∆ , the expansion of the entire device (vessel+pump+pipes) 
must be determined from prior measurements. 
The bulk modulus of castor oil is known (Koil= 2.17*10
9
 Pa) [21] and gives us oilV∆ . 
Then, the compliance of the vessel is measured by filling it with water only and 
measuring the change of volume as a function of the change of pressure. Water is used 
because its properties are well known and of its high bulk modulus. The total volume 
change reduces to  
 
vesselwatertotal VVV ∆+∆=∆ .    (4.6) 
 
As totalV∆  and waterV∆  are known, vesselV∆  can be deduced by the determination of the 
total variation of volume when the vessel and the pump are filled up with water. (See Fig. 
4.2) 
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Different samples can then be tested.  
A typical type of curve obtained from such measurement is given in Fig. 4.3  
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Figure 4.3- Example of plot of the variation of volume in function of the variation of pressure of a 
mixture of microspheres and castor oil 
 
We can distinguish several zones. At low pressure, microspheres appear to be stiff due to 
the hoop stiffness of a sphere. Above approximately 150 kPa, the pressure is high enough 
for the large diameter and thin walled microsphere to buckle. From this point, the 
compliance, the slope of the curve, increase reaching a maximum when all the 
microspheres are buckled. With further increase in hydrostatic pressure, the microspheres 
begin collapsing. There is a non-uniform microsphere size distribution, and the smallest 
micropheres start buckling while the largest ones have already collapsed. Once the 
smallest collapse, the medium becomes stiff again and the bulk modulus of the composite 
Buckling 
area 




medium is then equivalent to that of the matrix material. The process is reversible. Once 
the pressure is released, the microspheres return to the initial spherical shape. 
The buckling and collapsing regions are characterized by the rapid change in the slope of 
the compliance and are the regions where the nonlinear coefficient is the largest. They are 
therefore the primary regions of interest. Note also that the main difference between the 
two regions is the direction of curvature. In the buckling region, the slope is increasing 
along with pressure; therefore the bulk modulus (Eq. 4.3) and the sound speed (Eq. 4.2) 
are decreasing which yield a negative nonlinear coefficient (Eq. 4.1). In the collapsing 
region, this is the opposite, the slope is decreasing when the pressure gets higher, and 
therefore, the nonlinear coefficient of the corresponding range of pressure is positive. 
This opposite signs for the nonlinear coefficient result in a waveform which will be 
distorted either as a rarefactive (buckling part) or a compressive (collapsing part) 
shockwave. The plot also indicates that the region between the buckling and collapsing 
region has a nearly constant slope. In this region, the sound speed of the composite 
medium does not vary significantly with hydrostatic pressure and, thus, the coefficient of 
nonlinearity will be low. 
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4.3 Parameters values 
 
The different measurement results led to the following parameters values: 
 
• Among the Expancel® product range, two types of micropheres present small 
size and high density: The 461 DE 20 d 70 and the 551 DE 20 d60 model. To 
decide between both, measurements and simulations are realized to predict 
their performances. As explained previously, measurements of the variation of 
volume as a function of the variation of pressure allow us to approximate 
sound speed and nonlinear coefficient of the medium. These parameters are 
introduced in the simulation program presented in section 3.3. The other 
inputs (amplitude of the particle velocity of the primaries and propagation 
distance) are arbitrarily chosen based on previous work [25] and are the same 
in both cases. In these measurements, microspheres are mixed with castor oil, 
the propagation distance is 2cm and the particle velocity corresponds to a 
driving voltage of 180V for each primaries. The simulation gives us the 
particle velocity of the difference frequency after propagation. The sound 

















1 log20 ,   (4.8) 
where refP  is the reference pressure and is equal to
610− Pa. 





















,  (4.9) 
where 0r is the external radius of the sphere, R=1m, sP  is the pressure at the 
surface of the transducer and resG  is the gain due to the resonance layer. 
 
Results are presented in Fig. 4.4 



























Figure 4.4 Comparison of the performances of 2 kinds of microspheres 
 
Both models present similar performances at low depth but the 461 model 
present better results for depths above 50m of depth. Therefore, the 
micropheres model 461 DE 20 d 70 were chosen. 
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• For the matrix, in order to match all the requirements, urethane seemed to be 
the best choice because of its flexibility, its softness and its easy use.  
To allow microspheres to behave, and therefore, to buckle as freely as 
possible under pressure we need a very compliant matrix. Thus, investigation 
was made to find a very soft urethane. The softest samples that we were able 
to find had a hardness of 15A. Polyurethanes are composed of two parts that 
have to be mixed together; one of the parts is the catalyst. Even if the total 
curing time is usually pretty long (with an optional oven curing part), the 
mixture tends to become very viscous fairly rapidly especially in the presence 
of microspheres. This makes pumping delicate. The tested polyurethane was 
the F-15 made by BJB Enterprises, Inc (properties are described in appendix 
III). Its simulated performances are presented in Fig 4.5 
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Figure 4.5 Predicted performance of the medium composed a F-15 urethane rubber and a 
void fraction of microspheres of 20% 
 
We can observe that the curve has the same characteristics that the one where 
microspheres are mixed with oil (Fig 4.4). We can observe the two regions 
with high SPL that corresponds to the buckling and the end of the collapsing 
range of pressure as well as a drop of the efficiency in between. This means 
that this rubber does not prevent micropheres from buckling. Therefore, it can 
be used as a matrix of our composite medium. 
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• To determine the optimal ratio of microspheres in the medium, measurements 
were performed with three different void fractions. After simulation, the 
following results are obtained (Fig. 4.6) 
 



























Figure 4.6- Comparison of the efficiency with different void fractions 
 
On the plot, we can see that the curve corresponding to the 20% microsphere 
fraction produces higher SPL in the range of 20-30m of depth and that the 
drop of efficiency occurs at higher depth. On the basis of these results, the 
20% fraction was chosen. 
 
• All the previous parameters determine the properties of the medium. We now 
have enough tools at hand to estimate the sound speed and nonlinear 
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coefficient of the medium. These parameters can then be used as inputs in the 
program presented in the previous chapter. Results of the simulation, that is to 
say, the amplitude of the difference frequency as a function of the propagation 
distance presented on Fig 4.7, allow us to determine the appropriate thickness 
of the layer.  


































Figure 4.7 Evolution of the amplitude of the difference frequency in function of the 
propagation distance 
 
On the previous plot, one can see that the amplitude of the difference 
frequency grows fast in the first centimeter but is not growing anymore after 
2cm which is our chosen thickness. After 2cm the transfer of energy is not 





This chapter details the practical assembly of the parametric source, which consists of a 
spherical transducer surrounded by a nonlinear medium layer. 
 
5.1 Linear transducer 
 
The transducer referred to by the manufacturer as USRD F56 PZT-IV is a 7.5cm outer 
radius sphere made of 2 piezoelectric hemispherical shells adhered together. The shells 
are covered on both sides with a thin silver layer which acts as an electrode. The outer 
silver layer was damaged during a previous experiment, and a new one was applied. To 
choose between the different silver paints available, conductivity and sticking strength 
are tested. It has to be noted, that not only does the paint have to adhere to the ceramics, 
but also the protective paint and the urethane rubber have to stick to the silver paint. The 
Leitsilber 200 model made by Ted Pella, Inc matched with all the requirements and was 
therefore chosen. The ceramic sphere was first cleaned up with turpentine to remove any 
greasy agent that would prevent adhesion of the paint. After painting, the capacitance of 
the source in function of the frequency was measured to check the quality of the new 
electrode.   
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The voltage is applied through two electrical cables soldered on the silver of the inner 
and outer side of the shell as shown in Fig 5.1 and the external surface of the source is 
painted to protect the silver layer. 
 
 






Outer side Ceramic shell 




5.2 Layer Design 
To create the 2cm layer around the source, two different ways were tested. The first 
approach was to make a mold all around the spherical source, pour the medium in it and 
then pull a vacuum on the entire system to remove bubbles created by pouring the 
medium. The main issue with this procedure was the high viscosity of the medium which 
made it difficult to remove the bubbles. Pumping makes air bubbles expand but, if the 
medium is too viscous, they do not burst and large air cavities remain in the medium. 
 
The other approach consisted in making tiles and gluing them to the source. As the 
volume of medium needed to make one tile is fairly small, vacuum can be pulled fast 
enough to overcome the viscosity issue. In order to fit the shape of the sphere, a soccer 
ball geometry also called truncated icosahedron was chosen. It is a 32 face polyhedron 





Figure 5.2- Geometry of the truncated icosahedron 
 
In order to make the overall shape spherical, lower and upper faces of the polygons had 
to be curved (See Fig 5.3). 
 
 
Figure 5.3- 3D drawing of a tile 
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Technical drawings of the tile shapes are available in appendix (appendix IV). 
To fabricate these tiles, molds were created using Plexiglas. An example is shown n Fig. 
5.4. Curved surfaces were obtained by heating the Plexiglas to make it soft and 
malleable, and then, by bending them on a sphere of the desired radius. To prevent the 
mixture from sticking to the mold, a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) mold release made by Craft 
Resins® was used. 
 
 





In order to attach the tiles to the transducer, the proper adhesive had to be used: it had to 
be strong enough to withstand hydrostatic pressure, and it had to present a good acoustic 
impedance match to the tile material in order to minimize interface losses. The F-15 
polyurethane combined these two criteria and was used to glue the tiles. 
After mixing of the 2 parts, bubbles were removed from the polyurethane mixture by 
placing it in a vacuum for a few minutes. An intermediate stage of the transducer 
assembly is shown in Fig. 5.5. 
 
 
Figure 5.5- Nonlinear layer assembly 
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After assembly, the capacitance of the source was measured again to make sure that the 
source was not damaged. This also told us the value of the resonance frequency. This 




TANK MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 
 
 
Measurements have been performed in the acoustic tank facility in the Love building of 
the Georgia Institute of Technology. The tank is approximately 6m deep, 8m wide and 
12m long; the depth restricts the range of achievable hydrostatic pressures.  
 
6.1 Settings 
6.1.1 Driving voltage 
An arbitrary waveform function generator (Polynomial waveform synthesizer Analogic® 
model 2020) was used to generate the desired input signal to the power amplifier.  
The signal had the following form: 
 
)*2sin(*)5.0*1sin(*)( tFBtFAtV ++= ,   (6.1) 
 
where 1F  and 2F  are the primary frequencies. These frequencies are chosen to be close 
to the resonance frequency of the transducer, 12.7 kHz, in order to obtain the maximum 
velocity from the spherical projector. They can be modified as desired to obtain any set of 
difference frequencies. 
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A  and B  are arbitrary coefficients to adjust the desired amplitude of the signal. They are 
normally equal as both primaries need to have the same amplitude for the maximum 
efficiency. 
The first sine was slightly time shifted to prevent the presence of a high slope at the start 
of the signal introducing a transient response of the amplifier. The generated signal was 
sent to a kilowatt amplifier made by Instruments, Inc (model L6) and then transmitted to 
the source. If one attempts to drive the amplifier with too large of an input signal, 
nonlinearities can be created by the amplifier itself. The potential for the generation of 
these nonlinearities has been studied by analyzing the signal generated by the amplifier, 
and it was concluded that they were negligible if the amplifier was used within its normal 
range (The warning lights for the voltage and current limits not indicating an overdrive 
condition). The amplitude of the signal sent to the source was measured using the voltage 
monitoring output of the amplifier which gives 1% of the actual output signal. The 
duration of the signal was arbitrarily taken to be 10ms. Since we wanted to study low 
frequency sound waves, it cannot be much smaller in order to measure at least one period 
of the signal of interest. 
 
6.1.2 Data acquisition  
The hydrophone used in the experiment was a model 8100 manufactured by Brüel & 
Kjær Sound & Vibration (calibration chart available in appendix V). To position the 
hydrophone 1m away from the center of the source, a plastic tube, perforated to prevent 
the trapping of air, was used. The transducer was attached to a metal cable. Marks were 
put on the cable to monitor the depth of the source.  
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Figure 6.1- Diagram of the source during tank measurement 
 
As the dimensions of the tank are relatively small, attention must be paid to surface 
reflections. Reflections can occur at the bottom, at the four side walls and also at the top, 
at the interface air-water. One way to avoid reflected signals is to simply time-gate them 
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out of the response. That is, use only that portion of the received signal prior to the arrival 
of the first reflection. The corresponding time can be found by dividing the travel 
distance of the reflected wave by the speed of sound in water (approximately 1480 m/s). 
The problem with this approach is that it limits the lowest frequency that can be 
measured.  
The acoustic pressure, converted by the hydrophone into an electrical signal, was 
digitally recorded. This signal included all the frequencies, and the data had therefore to 
be processed and filtered to obtain the signal of interest which is the difference frequency 
signal. 
 
6.1.3 Data processing 
To convert the measured signal (in Volt) into pressure (in Pascal), we used the sensitivity 
of the hydrophone given by the manufacturer’s calibration ( )PaV /3.51 µσ = . Filtering 
was performed in Matlab®. An elliptic band pass filter was used. The small size of the 
frequency band combined with the large sampling frequency made the design of the filter 
somewhat difficult. Indeed, parameters (order and cut-off frequency band) have to be 
well chosen to obtain a stable filter. To check the validity of the filtered signal, a Fourier 
transform was also performed to check the presence and the amplitude of a peak at the 

















And is represented on Fig. 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2- Plot of the magnitude and the phase of the filter as a function of the frequency 
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6.2 Tank measurements 
 
The first experiment was performed with primary frequencies at 12.9 and 13.2 kHz (we 
also tested with 12.5 and 12.8 kHz), which are close to the resonance frequency of the 
source; this produced a different frequency of 300 Hz. The waveform used also 
corresponded to that used by Dumortier [25] during his measurements and would have 
allowed us to compare both results. Measurements were performed at a 2m depth. 
Unfortunately, no energy was detected at the difference frequency; the measured value 
corresponds to the noise level and no peak can be observed on the Fourier transform. This 
implies that the efficiency of our source is very low in such conditions. Two explanations 
are possible, either our source is not efficient at all or a higher hydrostatic pressure is 
required. The idea was then to increase the difference frequency value which would 
improve the efficiency of the energy transfer as the difference frequency signal is 
proportional to the frequency (Eq. 3.18 and 3.19). Difference frequencies of 500, 800Hz 
and 1 kHz were tested but the signal at 500 and 800Hz were very low so that the new 
difference frequency was set at 1 kHz and obtained with a driving signal whose 
components were 11.9 and 12.9 kHz (See Fig 6.3). 
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Figure 6.3- Driving voltage signal created by the function generator and amplified 
 
After amplification, the signal applied to the source had an amplitude of approximately 
160V for each primary. The measured waveform, at a distance of 1m, obtained with the 
drive signal in Fig. 6.3 is plotted in Fig.6.4. 
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Figure 6.4- Signal measured by the hydrophone at 1 m away from the source 
 
The signal displayed on Fig 6.4 is not filtered and is therefore contained both primaries, 
as well as their harmonics, the sum, and the difference frequency. Note the arrivals after 
10 ms, indicating the presence of boundary reflections. The signal was then filtered to 
keep the 1 kHz component only (see Fig. 6.5). 
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Figure 6.5- The waveform in Fig. 6.4 after low-pass filtering to yield the difference-frequency 
component at 1 kHz 
 
The hydrophone was positioned 1m away from the source which was 2m deep so that the 
travel distance for the first reflection wave was 4.12m. This corresponds to 2.8 ms of 
travel time considering a sound speed in water of 1450 m/s. The amplitude then had to be 
determined at a time prior to 2.8 ms. Doing that results in an amplitude of 37.3 Pa 
















= ,     (6.3) 
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where P  is the acoustic pressure in Pa and refP is the underwater reference pressure 
(1µPa). 
This value needed to be compared with the result that would be obtained by driving the 
source linearly. To do that, we use the typical TVR (Appendix VI). At 1 kHz, the given 
value is 108 dB/V ref. 1µPa which would yield a sound pressure level of 158 dB. The 
simulation gave a predicted value of 154.5 dB. Our result appears to be 7 dB lower than 
the linear source driven at the same frequency and 3.5 dB lower than the simulated value. 
According to the theory, the efficiency of our projector was supposed to increase with 
depth as the microspheres buckle. We then needed to carry out measurement at a higher 
hydrostatic pressure. We also had to find a way to explain the low efficiency of the 
source. The first idea was to perform other measurements in the tank at different depths. 
The amplitude of the difference frequency obtained for a range of 3 to 4m depth was 
lower than the value at 2m, which contradicts theoretical predictions and which would 
mean that there is an unknown nonlinear effect at very low static pressure. The plot of the 
sound pressure level as a function of the depth is given in Fig.6.6. On this graph, we 
observe that the anomalous behavior of increased performance extends to 0.5m depth. 
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Figure 6.6- Sound pressure level measured in the water tank as a function of the depth with a 
difference-frequency component at 1 kHz 
 
 However, the limited depth of the tank prevented us from going up to a hydrostatic 
pressure of 20 PSI (or 14m deep) which corresponds to the predicted buckling pressure of 
the microspheres. In order to overcome this issue, we decided to place the source inside a 
pressure chamber and to take it to higher static pressure, in air. 
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6.3 Pressure chamber measurements 
 
To perform these measurements, a pressure tank equipped with a manometer and made 
by Binks® was used. The entire system is shown in Fig. 6.7. Pressure was created by an 
electric pump made by Id Interdynamics. 
 
 
Figure 6.7- Picture of the pressure chamber 
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The velocity of the projector surface was measured with accelerometers. These were 
chosen to be as small as possible to prevent them from perturbing the vibrations of the 
surface and biasing the measurements. The accelerometers used were made by PCB 
Piezotronics, Inc. (Model 352B22). The other advantage of this configuration was that 
these were local measurements. Accelerometers were stuck on one tile (at the center, to 
avoid any side effect as depicted on Fig. 6.8) so that the response of the accelerometer to 
the sound related the behavior of this particular tile. This allowed us to compare the 
behavior of the different tiles. 
 
 
Figure 6.8- Picture of the accelerometers stuck on the source 
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In this case, the contribution of the layer resonance has to be recalculated. Indeed, in this 
configuration, the interface medium-air creates a pressure release termination (Fig.6.9). 
 
Figure 6.9- Diagram of the simplified layer resonance in air 
 
The pressure inside the tube is defined as 
xikxik ll ePePP
+−− +=       (6.3) 
The pressure at the interface is set to 0 which gives us at lx =  
0)( =+== +−− liklik ll ePePlxP     (6.4) 
Which gives    
liklePP
2−−+ −=      (6.5) 
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  (6.9) 
To predict the acoustic pressure that would be produced at 1m in water, the following 




















    (6.10) 
 
The signal emitted by the accelerometers was passed through a 4 channel ICP® sensor 
signal conditioner made by PCB (Model 442B104) and numerically registered. Filtering 
was performed in the same manner as the in-water signals. 








= ,  (6.11) 
where v  is the velocity, a  is the acceleration and f is the difference frequency. 
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The influence of the driving voltage transmitted to the source was first studied. 
Measurements were obtained at a static pressure of 10 PSI and are presented in Fig. 6.10. 
We can observe that the measured velocity at 300 Hz increase dramatically above a drive 
voltage of 120 per primary frequency which can probably be explained by the 
introduction of nonlinearities by the amplifier at high voltage. We then need to restrict 
our measurements in a voltage range below 120V.  
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Figure 6.10 Velocity measured by 2 accelerometers in function of the driving voltage at a static 
pressure of 10 PSI 
 
The influence of the pressure was then studied. A maximum static pressure of 34 PSI was 
used in the experiment. Measurements were then performed while the pressure decreased. 
The velocity as a function of the hydrostatic pressure was measured.  
The results are compared to the results of the simulation and to the linear response of the 
source at 300 Hz and the same driving voltage (210 V) (Fig. 6.11). 
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The measurements at very low pressure are unusually high and may explain the fact that 
higher levels were measured in the water tank at 2m than at higher depths. We suspect 
that another source of nonlinearity, which is not due to the buckling of the microspheres, 
is responsible for the large difference frequency signal near ambient static pressure. The 
measured difference frequency, between 8 and 25 PSI is in reasonable agreement with 
theory; however, theory and measurement diverge at higher static pressure. To check the 
homogeneity of the source, measurements on different tiles are performed (Fig 6.12). 
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 Figure 6.12 Comparison of the measurements of 3 different tiles as a function of the pressure 
 
 
On the figure 6.12, one can observe differences in the measurements between the 
different tiles placed in the same conditions. These differences could be explained by the 
presence of air at the interface piezoelectric shell-tile. Indeed, in the presence of air, the 
sound wave create by the shell would be scattered and the transmission of energy to the 
tile would then be affected and would result in a lower velocity of the external surface of 
the tile. Even considering these differences, the levels obtained in the pressure chamber 
remain higher than the levels measured in the water tank where the signals measured 
were not higher than the noise level. This could be explained by the fact that the 
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measurements were performed at the center of the tiles which is supposed to be the best 
location whereas signals measured close to the periphery would have maybe been lower.   
The presence of a high level of difference frequency and therefore high nonlinearities at 
very low static pressure was not expected and could be explained by the presence of 
small air bubbles remaining despite the air evacuation. Vibration of these bubbles could 






7.1 Summary of the work 
 
The goal of the thesis was to optimize the working of an existing compact, 
omnidirectional, parametric source by redesigning the nonlinear layer that surrounded the 
linear projector. The existing source had a nonlinear layer composed of a mix of gel with 
microspheres. 
The optimization design consisted of different steps: 
-The research on microspheres that buckle at high hydrostatic pressure. The use of 
smaller microspheres allowed us to go from a 9 PSI to a 20 PSI buckling pressure. 
-The investigation of a matrix material which is soft enough to allow 
microspheres to buckle and solid enough to make the source easy to handle. A 2-
part polyurethane has been used. 
-The determination of the properties of the nonlinear medium composed of the 
microspheres and the matrix as a function of static measurements. These 
measurements provide an estimate of the sound speed and the nonlinear 
coefficient of the medium. 
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-The estimation of the efficiency of the medium using a simulation program. The 
program gave us the particle velocity of the sound wave while this latter 
propagates through the medium. 
-The construction of the nonlinear layer around the source. Tiles composed of the 
nonlinear medium have been built and adhered to the source. 
 
Measurements have then been achieved, first in a water tank and then in a pressure 




Measurements revealed that the behavior of our source was not exactly as expected. 
Highest levels of difference frequency have been detected at very low hydrostatic 
pressure whereas our model predicted very low efficiency in this range of pressure. This 
implies the presence of another source of nonlinearity which is not due to the buckling 
properties of the micropheres. At higher hydrostatic pressure, our results in the water tank 
appeared to be lower than expected and lower than the pressure chamber measurements. 
An explanation is the connection between the source and the tiles. Indeed, if the tiles are 




7.3 Future work 
 
The behavior of the source at very low hydrostatic pressure has to be analyzed to find out 
an explanation of the unexpected high levels of difference frequency measured. 
A way to create a more efficient bond between the source and the nonlinear medium, in 
order to minimize losses at the interface, has to be studied.  
The buckling pressure of the microspheres is still low. To make it higher, microspheres 




APPENDIX I: NONLINEAR PROPAGATION PROGRAM 
 
% Initialization of the variables 
 
J=1500; % Number of harmonics        
g(1:J)=0.0000000000;      % Gk coefficients  
g(12)=0.105;        
g(13)=0.105; 
gx(1:J)=0.0000000000;      
g2(1:J)=0.0000000000; 







freq=300;         % Difference frequency 
c=370.000;         % Sound speed in the medium 
beta=-300.0;        % Coefficient of nonlinearity 
e=1;           % Normalization coefficient 
dx=0.00625;         % Stepsize 
ro=0.075;         % Starting distance  
deltaC=0;         % Sound speed step  
coef=300;         % Number of harmonics reduced  
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k=2;           % Number of initial coefficients 
ki=0; 
 
% Computation of the absorption coefficients 
 
alpha(1)=0.03;         
for i=2:J 
    alpha(i)=i*i*alpha(1); 
end 
 
% Computation of the dispersion coefficients 
 
for i=1:J 












    izx=id-1; 
    for im=1:izx; 
        x11(id,im)=exp((alpha(id)-alpha(im)-alpha(id-im))*dx); 
        x1(id,im)=1.00000; 
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    inz=J-inn; 
    for ip=1:inz; 
        x22(inn,ip)=exp((alpha(inn)-alpha(ip)-alpha(inn+ip))*dx); 
        x2(inn,ip)=1.00000; 









for iii=1:2000        % iii = number of steps         









% Computation of the first derivative 
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    for is=2:J 
        ill=is-1; 
        for it=1:ill 
        cx=cb*it*x1(is,it); 
        dg(is)=cx*(g2(is-it)*g2(it)-h2(is-it)*h2(it))+dg(is); 
        dh(is)=cx*(h2(is-it)*g2(it)+g2(is-it)*h2(it))+dh(is); 
        end 
    end 
    for iu=1:J 
        izz=J-iu; 
        for iv=1:izz 
        cx=cb*iu*x2(iu,iv); 
        dg(iu)=dg(iu)-cx*(g2(iu+iv)*g2(iv)+h2(iu+iv)*h2(iv)); 
        dh(iu)=dh(iu)+cx*(g2(iu+iv)*h2(iv)-h2(iu+iv)*g2(iv)); 
        end 
    end 
 







g2(ii:J)=0.8*g2(ii-1);     % Reduction of the last harmonics 






% Computation of the second derivative 
 
    for is=2:J 
        ill=is-1; 
        for it=1:ill 
        cx=cb*it*x11(is,it); 
        dg1(is)=cx*(g2(is-it)*g2(it)-h2(is-it)*h2(it))+dg1(is); 
        dh1(is)=cx*(h2(is-it)*g2(it)+g2(is-it)*h2(it))+dh1(is); 
        end 
    end 
    for iu=1:J 
        izz=J-iu; 
        for iv=1:izz 
        cx=cb*iu*x22(iu,iv); 
        dg1(iu)=dg1(iu)-cx*(g2(iu+iv)*g2(iv)+h2(iu+iv)*h2(iv)); 
        dh1(iu)=dh1(iu)+cx*(g2(iu+iv)*h2(iv)-h2(iu+iv)*g2(iv)); 
        end 
    end 
 
% Computation of the new amplitudes. 
 
g(1:J)=g(1:J)+0.5*(dg(1:J)+dg1(1:J)); %integration thanks to the  
h(1:J)=h(1:J)+0.5*(dh(1:J)+dh1(1:J)); %runge-kutta method 
 
 
g(ii:J)=0.8*g(ii-1);      % Reduction of the last harmonics 
h(ii:J)=0.8*h(ii-1);      % Reduction of the last harmonics 
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for ix=1:J 
        g(ix)=g(ix)*f1*gh(ix); 
        h(ix)=h(ix)*f1*gh(ix); 
end 
 
% Introduction of the dispersion 
 
for i=1:J 
    a1=g(i); 
    b1=h(i); 
    c1=delt(i); 
    g(i)=(a1*cos(c1*dx)+b1*sin(c1*dx)); 
    h(i)=(b1*cos(c1*dx)-a1*sin(c1*dx)); 
end 
    rn=r; 
    r 
    g(1) 
    se=[]; 
    fido=fopen('fundamental.txt','w'); 
    fprintf(fido,'%f ',g); 
    fprintf(fido,'\n',se); 
    fclose(fido); 
 
% Recording of the coefficients in text files 
 
    if (mod(iii,10)==0) 
        fid1=fopen('CosNumEnd.txt','w'); 
        fid2=fopen('SinNumEnd.txt','w'); 
        for (i=1:J) 
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        fprintf(fid1,'%1.10f\n',h(i)); 
        fprintf(fid2,'%1.10f\n',g(i)); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid1,'%1.10f\n',r); 
        fprintf(fid2,'%1.10f\n',r); 
 st1=fclose(fid1); 
 st2=fclose(fid2); 
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